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RADIOISOTOPIC THERMOINIC CONVERTER 
This is a continuation, of application Ser. No. 

794,933 ?led Jan. 29, 1969 now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Our present invention pertains generally to the ?eld 
of thermionic conversion of heat into electrical power, 
and more particularly to a radioisotope-fueled therm 
ionic energy conversion device. . 

Radioisotope-fueled thermionic energy conversion 
devices utilizing conventional diode converters have 
been designed in the past to operate typically with fuels 
of a high volume thermal power density (greater than 
about 10 watts/cm“), high emitter and collector tem 
peratures (emitter temperature between about l,600° 
and 2,100°K, and collector temperature between about 
800° and I,00O°K), emitter and collector electrodes 
which are spaced closely together (between about 
0.005 to 0.2 mm), and high current densities (between 
about 5 to 50 amplcmz). The high electrode tempera 
tures employed in these converters prevented the utili 
zation of low vacuum-work-function surfaces which 
evaporated too rapidly for stable operation over a use 
ful lifetime. Also, the high current densities employed 
required impractically close electrode spacings to 
avoid space charge limitation effects for efficient vac 
uum mode operation. In subsequent designs, high vacu 
um-work-function electrodes having very low evapora 
tion rates were immersed in cesium vapor, to lower 
their work function into the range required for opera 
tion at high current densities, and to provide positive 
ions for space charge neutralization. However, the high 
cesium vapor pressures (> 1 torr) necessary to obtain 
the required work functions for the high temperature 
electrodes resulted in large voltage and current losses 
in the arc, for practical electrode spacings, with a cor 
responding loss in energy conversion efficiency. 

In addition to these fundamental difficulties found in 
conventional diode converter operation, the high tem 
peratures and high current densities previously em— 
ployed made it difficult to obtain efficient and stable 
coupling of the diode portion of the converter to its 
heat source. To obtain the high current density, it was 
necessary to conduct or otherwise transport heat from 
a fuel capsule (heat source) to an emitter having an 
area much smaller than that of the capsule. This re 
sulted in regions of the isotope fuel material being at 
much higher temperatures than the emitter, or required 
the introduction of complex heat transfer loops be 
tween the fuel material and emitter but such loops are 
unreliable at the high emitter temperatures. Further 
more, it was necessary to insulate thermally and electri 
cally the heavy fuel capsule over most of its surfaces, 
and to support it in rigid contact with the diode portion 
of the conventional converter, all of which is excep 
tionally difficult to achieve at the high temperatures 
employed, especially with the possibility that the result 
ing structure may also have to withstand mechanical 
shocks. Since these latter difficulties increase rapidly 
with increasing capsule size, only the use of high-pow 
er-density, highly refractory radioisotopes (>10 
watts/emf‘) was feasible. Also, the heat losses and me 
chanical constraints in the prior converters prevented 
obtaining efficient operation in units of less than about 
20 watts total output power. In fact, all these funda 
mental and practical difficulties have been so severe 
that no radioisotope-fueled thermionic diode converter 
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2 
in the prior art has operated longer than a few dozen 
hours as of this date, although millions of dollars have 
been spent in efforts to do so. 
Considerable progress has been made over the past 

few years in many aspects of the basic understanding 
and technology of thermionic energy conversion. We 
have been able to use this new knowledge to obtain a 
general formulation which permits the choice of opti 
mum operating and design factors for any given appli 
cation of the radioisotope-fueled thermionic converter. 
Our present invention is the result of combining several 
design features, which were impractical under operat 
ing conditions used in the prior art, to obtain efficient 
and stable operation in a previously unrecognized re 
gion of practical importance. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Brie?y, and in general terms, our invention is prefer~ 
ably accomplished by providing an atomic diode bat 
tery or thermionic converter including a radioisotope 
fuel pellet or mass which is encapsulated fully to pro 
vide a sealed capsule having an emitter surface 
thereon, an outer housing completely enclosing the 
emitter capsule and having an internal collector surface 
spaced a predetermined distance from the emitter sur 
face, a means for precisely maintaining this spacing, a 
cesium vapor source in communication with the spac 
ing between the emitter and collector surfaces under 
such low vapor pressure that nominally vacuum mode 
(quasi-vacuum) operation is effected, and output 
contact elements electrically connected respectively to 
the emitter and collector surfaces whereby battery out 
put can be obtained through suitable connections to 
the contact elements. The cesium vapor does not nec~ 
essarily generate plasma effects but is present to-modify 
the surface properties of the emitter and collector. 
Electron conduction in the diode battery between the 
emitter and collector occurs in the nominally vacuum 
mode of operation. Of course, there is a wide range of 
different electrode surfaces, vapor additives and work 
ing fluids which can be suitably used in this diode bat 
tery. For example, the cesium vapor can be omitted al 
together and the cesiated surfaces replaced by alkaline 
earth oxide coatings on metallic substrates. Without ce 
sium vapor or other vapor additives therein, the battery 
operates wholly in the vacuum diode (high-vacuum) 
mode. 

The diode battery operates in a previously unrecog 
nized region (at power levels presently in the range of 
about 10 microwatts to 1 watt) of practical importance 
for thermionic conversion devices. Much lower emitter 
current densities (typically about 0.1 to 400 ma/cm2) 
are employed than previously considered and these 
lower current densities allow the use of nominally vac 
uum mode (quasi-vacuum) operation with practical 
electrode spacings and low work function surfaces for 
relatively low temperature emitters (600° to 1,400°K) 
and collectors (300° to 800°K). The battery is operated 
at such low current densities that emitter temperatures 
required to emit such current densities are so low that 
previously impractical classes of low work function sur 
‘faces can be used for the emitter. Cesium vapor pres 
sures required for the emitter surfaces are so low that 
a class of very low work function (photocell) surfaces 
can now be used for the collector surfaces which can 
operate at nearly room temperature. The low tempera 
tures of both emitter and collector electrodes permit 
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the use of surfaces with very low thermal emissivities, 
low net radiant heat transfer and simple low thermal 
conductivity supports that were previously impractical 
and which greatly reduce the heat losses to provide rel 
atively high efficiencies. By de?ning the optimum inter~ 
‘action of variables for a thermionic conversion device 
to be operated in this new region, the. resulting diode 
battery con?guration based thereupon has a minimum 
fuel inventory for a, given power output so that effi 
‘ciency is maximized and the required fuel and nuclear 
shielding is minimized. The size and shape of the emit 
ter, for example, can be optimized to match the therm 
ionic properties of low work function surfaces with the 
thermal power density and permissible operating tem 
perature for any applicable radioisotope fuel. ' 
Accordingly, the diode battery includes a radioi-. 

sotope fuel pellet which is suitably encapsulated to pro 
vide an emitter capsule that is preferably of the form of 
a right circular cylinder having ‘an emitter surface/ex 
tending over substantially the entire external surface of 
the cylinder (capsule). Low thermal power density ra 
dioisotope fuels can, of course, be used inthis battery. 
The capsule is enclosed inside the vacuum-tight and en 
veloping outer housing which has the collector surface 
correspondingly extending over substantially the entire 
internal surfaceof such housing. The interelectrode 
spacing between the emitter and collectorsurfaces is 
maintained throughout the full extent of these surfaces. 
This can be accomplished by introducing electrically 
insulatingspacers between the electrodes or by elastic 
supports at other locations (i.e., not between the elec 
trodes‘). The insulating spacers can be ceramic rods, 
balls or grains located within the electrode gap, for ex 
ample. The elastic supports can be thin tension wires, 
springs or tubes connected to the capsuleand secured 
to insulating inserts affixed .to the collector (housing) 
or projecting through holes in the collector and secured 
to exterior insulating structure. In the optimum con?g 
uration, the battery output voltage, the product of cap 
sule diameter and the ratio of effective radioisotope 
thermal power density to‘emissivity, and-the product of 
battery total output current and this ratio squared are 
generally unique functions of. the interelectrode spac 
ing. "Thus, the smallest battery with maximum effi 
ciency is obtained by conforming to the crucial‘opti 
mum relationship established among the battery pa 
rameters including its output voltage, radioisotope 
thermal power density, capsule diameter, electrode 
surface thermal emissivity, total output current and 
electrode spacing, in accordance with our invention. 
The atomic diode‘ battery can produce stable and 

long-‘life electric power with outputs in‘ the range from 
10 microwatts to several watts, approximately. The 
choice of appropriate radioisotopic fuel allows life 
times of these devices from months to several tens of 
years. Our atomic battery is'generally superior in size, 
ef?ciency, simplicity, versatility and stability to all 
other formsof atomic batteries in this power range, in 
cluding those utilizing thermoelectric, beta-voltaic, 
beta-photovoltaic and direct-collection energy conver- . 
sion processes. Furthermore‘, this radioisotope-fueled 
thermionic conversion device forms a battery with'an 
energy density several orders of magnitude greater than 
that which can be derived from energy storedin a 
chemical system. In existing power supplies based on 
chemical batteries, energy densities have been and 
probably will continue to be less than 800 watt-sec/gm 
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(100 watt-hr/lb), whereas the heat produced by radioi 
sotope decay provides power sources with practical en 
ergy densities of 1,600 to 160,000 watt-sec/gm (200 to 
20,000 watt-hr/lb). ' - ‘ 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Our invention will be more fully understood, and 
other features and advantages thereof will become ap 
parent, from the'description given below of certain ex 
emplary embodiments of the invention. This ‘descrip 
tion of the exemplary embodiments is to be taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in 
which; ~ I 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic sectional view of a radi~ 
oisotope-fueled thermionic conversion electrical power 
source, typically illustrating a prior construction form 
‘of thermionic conversion devices; _ _ , 

FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another 
radioisotope~fueled thermionic conversion electrical 
power source, illustrating a different prior construction 
form of thermionic conversion devices; _ 
FIG. 3 is a graph showing the electrical output char 

acteristic of a thermionic diode converter such as the 
source shown in FIG. 1; v. . . 1 

FIG. 4 is a graph showing a plot of work function 
against the ratio of surface temperature, to reservoir 
temperature, for a cesium vapor thermionic diode con 
verter; . v ' ._ , - 

FIG. 5 is a chart depicting the basicreference con?g 
uration chosen for this invention and certain configura 
tional variations thereof; 7 

FIG. 6 is an electron motive diagram for a thermionic 
, diode conversion device operated in the vacuum mode; 
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FIG. 7 is a graph showing the relationship among ' 
variables which results in minimum fuel volume for a 
diode battery operated in the vacuum mode; 
FIG. 8 is a graph showing the loci of optimum output 

voltage and associated effective battery collector work 
function with negligible electron cooling which yield 

given values of battery 
current; ' ' ' 

FIG. 9 is a sectionalized perspective view of a diode 
battery which is constructed in accordance with our in 
vention; ' . “ ’ _ > . ' 

FIG. 10 is a graph showing the output characteristics 
of three prototype diode batteries; 
FIG. 11 is a sectionalized perspective view of another 

illustrative embodiment of this invention; ‘ 
FIG. 12 is a graph showing a plotof emitter tempera 

ture against radioisotope thermal power density decay 
in an automatically controlled diode battery construc 
tion; . ' 

FIG. 13 is a sectionalized elevational view of a minia 
ture diode battery having a basically lead-supportedv 
emitter capsule therein; 
FIG. 14A is a- fragmentary and partially sectional 

.view of the upper portion of ‘a diode battery having an 
integral (cesium) reservoir and illustrating‘ an elastic 
tube support for the upper end of the emitter capsule 
thereof; - ' v > 

FIG. 14B is a fragmentary and'enlarged sectional 
view of the elastic tube support for the lower endof the . 
emitter capsule of the diode battery fragmentarily 
shown in FIG. 14A; 
FIG. 15 is a central sectional view of another version 

of this invention wherein a battery having diode secs 
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tions therein provides a higher Output voltage by means 
of a series connection of the diode sections; 
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of a unitary battery sys 

tem wherein a plurality of battery units are connected 
together in parallel to provide a system having a high 
total output power; 
FIG. 17 is a central sectional view of a battery unit 

including a plurality of diode batteries connected in se 
ries within a single container or casing having a com 
mon cesium reservoir therein and mounted as a unit of 
the system shown in FIG. 16; and 
FIG. 18 is a fragmentary sectional view of a unitary 

battery system, showing a unit thereof containing a plu 
rality of separate diode batteries stacked in series and 
cooled by circulating air passing through the unit cas 
mg. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic sectional view of the planar 
diode type of radioisotope-fueled thermionic conver 
sion electrical power source. Power source 20 typically 
illustrates the principal type of prior construction of 
thermionic conversion devices utilizing a radioisotope 
fuel. A brief description of the source 20 will readily 
make evident the problems inherently associated there 
with. Part of this description will, however, be useful in 
explaining and understanding certain features of our 
present invention and the operation thereof. The 
source 20 is generally symmetrical cylindrically and in~ 
cludes a radioisotope fuel pellet 22 which is suitably en 
capsulated by liner 24 to form a fully encased fuel cap 
sule 26. An emitter disc 28 is bonded to the lower sur 
face of the capsule 26 for good thermal contact there 
with and a thermal radiation shield 30 is attached to the 
other surfaces of the capsule. The emitter disc 28 has 
a suitable emitter surface 32. 
The assembly 34 including fuel capsule 26, emitter 

disc 28 and thermal shield 30 is bonded to and sup 
ported on the upper end of a generally tubular emitter 
sleeve 36 having its lower ?ange end bonded to insula 
tor ring 38. The ring 38 is bonded to a base disc 40 in 
cluding a collector structure 42 having an upper collec 
tor surface 44 thereon. The collector structure 42 pro 
trudes upwards and the collector surface 44 is posi 
tioned in close propinquity to the emitter surface 32. 
The space between the emitter and collector surfaces 
32 and 44 is connected by the enclosing sleeve 36 and 
‘ring 38 to a passageway 46 which extends through the 
collector structure 42 and a lower collar 48. A tube 50 
of predetermined length connects a cesium (Cs) reser 
voir 52 to the collar 48 and the passageway 46. Finally, 
an outer cap or cover 54 is hermetically attached to the 
periphery of the base disc 40 and is used to enclose the 
assembly 34 in a vacuum. The cap 54 provides addi 
tional thermal and radiation shielding to the necessary 
extent, and also mounts an insulated emitter terminal 
56 which is electrically connected to the emitter sur 
face 32 through sleeve 36. 
The radioisotope fuel pellet 22 includes, for example, 

atrium-244 (Cmm), actinium-227 (Acw) or poloni 
um~2l0 (Pom) fuel material and has a net volume ther 
mal power density typically greater than 10 watts/cm". 
The emitter disc 28 is typically made of tungsten (W), 
tantalum (Ta) or rhenium (Re). The thermal shield 30 
preferably comprises multifoil insulation which is quite 
fragile and delicate to handle. The collector structure 
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6 
42 can be made of molybdenum (M0) or nickel (Ni), 
for example. The emitter surface 32 is typically spaced 
from the collector surface 44 at a separation distance 
of approximately 0.05 — 0.15 mm (0.002 — 0.006 inch) 
and this must be maintained by the supporting emitter 
sleeve 36 which is preferably less than about 0.05 mm 
(0.002 inch) thick since a thicker sleeve would conduct 
and radiate too much heat. The emitter surface 32 typi 
cally has a temperature T‘. of approximately l,700° — 
2,000°K and an electrical output power density of from 
5 to 20 watts/cm 2. The collector surface 44 has a tem_ 
perature T. of approximately 800° — 1,000°K and the 
cesium reservoir 52 is located at a distance from the 
collector structure 42 such that its temperature TR is 
about 600°K, to provide a cesium vapor pressure of ap 
proximately 4 torr for operation of the source 20 in the 
ignited mode. 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another 

prior type of radioisotope-fueled thermionic conver 
sion electrical power source. Power source 21 repre 
sented an attempt to alleviate some of the severe prob 
lems and limitations encountered in the planar type of 
source 20 shown in FIG. 1. A brief description of the 
source 21 will readily make evident the additional 
problems inherently associated therewith, and will also 
be useful in explaining and understanding certain fea 
tures of our present invention and the operation 
thereof. The source 21 is generally symmetrical cylin 
drically and includes an annular radioisotope fuel pellet 
23 which is encapsulated by liner 25 to form a fully en 
cased fuel capsule 27. A vapor re?ux column 29 (also 
known as a heat pipe) is inserted into central hole 31 
in the capsule 27 and suitably bonded thereto. The pro 
truding upper end of the heat pipe 29 is bonded to the 
inner surface of a hollow cylindrical emitter tube 33. 
The outer surface of tube 33 provides an emitter sur 
face 35, which is positioned inside and in close propin 
quity to collector surface 37 that is the inside surface 
of a hollow cylindrical collector tube 39. The emitter 
tube 33 is bonded to and supported by two generally 
tubular emitter sleeves 41, one at each end, with their 
outer flange ends bonded to insulator rings 43. The 
rings 43 are, in turn, bonded to respective ends of the 
collector tube 39 such as to form a vacuum-tight enclo 
sure including the annular gap between the emitter and 
collector surfaces 35 and 37. A tube 45 connects a ce~ 
sium reservoir 47 to a hole 49 extending through the 
wall of the collector tube 39 and thus with the annular 
gap in the vacuum-tight enclosure. The entire external 
surface of the capsule 27 and any exposed surface of 
the heat pipe 29 must be covered by thermal radiation 
shielding 51. Finally, the entire assembly is supported 
by capsule supports 53 in the vacuum inside hermeti 
cally sealed can‘55. The can 55 mounts an insulated 
collector terminal 57 which is electrically connected to 
the collector surface 37. The discussion given for the 
fuel, electrodes, thermal shield, emitter sleeve and op 
erating conditions for source 20 in FIG. 1 apply equally 
to source 21 in FIG. 2. Several variants of sources 20 
and 21 have been proposed to avoid the severe prob 
lems and limitations associated therewith. 
The prior radioisotope-fueled thermionic conversion 

devices 20 and 21 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 operate in 
what is known as the ignited mode of converter opera 
tion. In order to appreciate fully the unique features of 
our invention, which does not utilize ignited mode op 
eration, it is necessary to review brie?y the factors of 
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plasma and surface physics which distinguish the oper 
ation of prior thermionic converters from that em 
ployed in the present invention. 
FIG. 3 shows a typical electrical output characteristic 

58 (current density J versus output voltage V) of a ce~ 
sium vapor thermionic diode converter, such as source 
20 or 21, operated'in its two discharge modes. The 
curve 58 shown corresponds to the optimum operating 
condition for such converters; i.e., when the cesium 
vapor :pressure is such that the electron mean free path 
is approximately one tenth of the electrode spacing. In 
the mode of operation that prior sources (20 and 21) 
operate, the vapor between the electrodes glows 
brightly and is called the ignited mode of the discharge. 
In this mode of operation, the electrons in the inter 
electrode region are maintained at about twice the tem 
perature of the emitter by a potential drop, known as 
the arc drop V4, across such region. This high electron 

‘ temperature in the glowing region is sufficient to excite 
and ionize the cesium vapor and thereby maintain the 
‘high density plasma necessary for the flow of a large 
electron current between the electrodes. The potential 
difference between the electrodes is, therefore, V = ((12,, 

' —- ¢c) - V,, where (4),. — 45c) is the contact potential dif 
ference, and d)‘. and d), are the work functions of the 
emitter and collector, respectively. 

In most applications, it is desired to obtain the re 
quired electrical power output of the diode converter 
at the highest potential difference consistent with ade 
quate power density since this generally corresponds to 
maximum efficiency for the converter and minimum 
losses in the external circuit. In the ignited mode, it has 
been found that the output current falls rapidly when 
the arc drop V,’ becomes less than the minimum value 
V,,' required tomaintain the plasma; i.e., for V greater 
than V, = (d), - 100,) — V,,' as identi?ed by the transi 
tion point A in FIG. 3. Maximum power output typi 
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callyoccurs near this point A. It has been found that ‘ 
the minimum value of the arc drop V,,’ is about 0.4 volt 
at-the optimum product of the electrode spacing and 
the cesium vapor pressure in the diode converter. Since 
the cesium vapor pressure is related to the cesium-res 
ervoir temperature T", the optimum electrode spacing 
is determined by the cesium reservoir temperature. The 
cesium vapor pressure and reservoir temperature are 
those necessary to obtain the emitter work function 
which will permit emission of the saturation electron 
emission current density 18 at the given emitter temper 
ature T,.. The optimum potential difference V0 between 
the emitter and collector electrodes in the ignited mode 
of operation is, therefore, approximately equal to ((1),, 
— dz, — 0.4) volts. 

It has also been found that at the optimum condition 
mentioned above, the emission current per unit elec 
trode area, J,,, is equal to about 0.4 of the saturation 
electron emission current density from the emitter, J8, 
which can be determined from the well-known Rich 
ardson equation that is' given below later. It may, there 
fore, be seen that a consequence of operation in the ig 
nited mode is a loss of at least 0.4 volt in output poten 
tial difference, and a loss of about 60 percent of the 
current which would otherwise be obtained if no 
plasma or space charge were present (ideal diode). 
These losses should be looked upon as the penalty 
which must be paid when part of the electrical output 
of the device is consumed in producing and maintain 
ing the high density plasma necessary to conduct a high 
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current density of electrons across the interelectrode 
gap. As the emitter temperature is lowered, the emitter 
work function must be lowered to maintain the emitter 
current. Since (I)r is relatively ?xed, the output voltage 
falls rapidly as the emitter temperature is approached 
where the contact potential ((1),. —— 4),) ‘equals the mini 
mum arc drop V,,', which is about l,400°l(. At this 
point, virtually the entire potential electrical output 
power is consumed in maintaining the plasma. There 
fore, operation is the ignited mode is impractically inef 
?cient below an emitter temperature of about 1,600°K. 

In the other discharge mode of operation, called the 
unignited mode of the discharge, the interelectrode 
space is dark, i.e., the arc is is extinguished. In this 
mode of operation, the positive ions required to main 
tain the plasma are thermionically emitted from the hot 
emitter electrode. If precisely enough positive’ ions are 
emitted to neutralize the electron emission from the 
emitter, no signi?cant space charge exists. Therefore, 
since electrical energy is not required to produce the 
ions, the arc drop V” can be zero. Thus, the optimum 
potential difference V0, between electrodes in the un 
ignited mode of operation is approximately equal to <1),. 
—— (be, provided that the emitter work function (1).. is 
chosen to give neutral emission wherein a5‘. = d)", which 
is dependent upon emitter and cesium reservoir tem 
peratures. Therefore, operation in the unignited mode 
is more ef?cient than in the ignited mode, since the 
plasma is maintained by thermal energy instead of elec 
trical energy, However, it is readily shown that the re 
quirement of (1),. = (1),, requires high emitter tempera 
tures, excessively high cesium vapor pressures and, 
therefore, impractically small electrode spacings with 
known materials for operation at high current densities. 
Thus, the foregoing operation obviously does not per 
tain to electron conduction in the nominally vacuum 
mode of operation. . . 

Emitters with work functions between about 2.2 and 
3.2 ev are necessary to operate at'the high power densi 
ties and temperatures associated with ignited mode 
converters employed in the prior art. A few elementary 
materials are known to have vacuum work functions in 
this range, but they all evaporate too rapidly at the cor 
responding temperatures to achieve stable operation 
over a useful lifetime. It appears that there is a‘funda 
mental correlation between the rate of evaporation and 
electron emission which makes the use of this class of 
elementary emitter materials impractical. Fortunately, 
however, when immersed in cesium vapor at reason 
able pressures, materials with vacuum work functions 
greater than 4.0 ev such as the refractory metals, ad 
sorb enough cesium on their surfaces to lower their 
work functions into the range of required values. Since 
the immersed surface is in equilibrium with the vapor, 
problems of emitter stability and lifetime are virtually 
eliminated. Accordingly, essentially all practical therm 
ionic converters have employed refractory metal elec 
trodes with adsorbed cesium. However, the competing 
requirements on the cesium vapor for plasma mainte 
nance and for work function determination have con 
strained operation of prior cesium vapor converters to 
high temperatures, high current density and close elec 
trode spacing in order to obtain practical energy con 
version efficiencies. 
FIG. 4 is a graph showing a plot of work function 115 

against the ratio of surface temperature T to cesium 
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reservoir temperature TR or materials immersed in ce 
sium vapor. The interaction leading to the constraints 
noted above in prior cesium vapor converter operation 
is best understood by considering this ?gure. The inter 
action among electrode materials (work functions), 
temperatures and spacings (reservoir temperatures) is 
summarized in the family of curves 60 which correlates 
the work function of surfaces in cesium vapor with 
their respective vacuum work functions <15". Virtually all 
experimental data for surfaces immersed in pure ce 
sium vapor fall within the envelope de?ned by this fam 
ily of curves 60. The principal exception is in the region 
below 2.5 ev where such data frequently extends the 
lower envelope portion down to the broken line curve 
62, although such behavior is often known to be associ 
ated with contamination. A cesiated silver oxide sur 
face could, for example, extend the lower envelope 
portion even farther down to the curve 64. The upper 
trapezoid 66 encloses the region of greatest importance 
to emitters operating in the ignited mode. The upper 
and lower boundaries correspond to work functions for 
suf?cient electron emission at 1,600°K and 2,100°K, 
respectively. The left and right boundaries correspond 
to optimum spacings for the ignited mode of about 0.05 
mm (0.002 inch) and 0.5 mm (0.020 inch), respec 
tively. 
For high power density operation in the unignited 

mode, emitters are restricted to the heavy line segment 
68 which represents the neutral emission condition qSn 
for maximum spacings between 0.05 mm (0.002 inch) 
and 0.5 mm (0.020 inch) corresponding to the left and 
right ends, respectively, of the line segment 68. Opera 
tion at the left (small interelectrode spacing) terminus 
B of the unignited mode heavy line segment 68 can be 
reached by either a bare emitter surface having 45,, 
2.9 ev, or by an emitter surface with adsorbed cesium 
and having ¢,, = 5.5 ev. As far as the diode converter 
is concerned, both methods give the same output, since 
the ion and electron emission currents and the cesium 
vapor pressure are the same for both. The known mate 
rials having tese work functions are, however, unattrac 
tive for other reasons, primarily that of excessive va 
porization during operation. The region of greatest im 
portance to the collector for operation in either of the 
discharge modes is indicated by the lower triangle 70. 
The right boundary of this region is imposed by collec 
tor emission at the lowest cesium vapor pressure occur 
ring in the emitter region (66 and 68) of the plot, and 
the upper boundary corresponds to the collector emis 
sion limitation for a collector temperature of 1,000°K, 
which is high enough for most applications. 
The foregoing description has described those as 

pects of the prior art which have been improved by our 
present invention, and has outlined the basic principles 
which are common to the prior art and to our inven 
tion. The following description describes how we use 
these basic principles to optimize the performance of 
the radioisotope-fueled thermionic converter, and in 
troduce formerly impractical design features to obtain 
a unique and superior result. 
F IG. 5 is a chart depicting the basic reference con?g 

uration chosen for our invention. Con?gurational vari 
ations including values of certain of their respective pa 
rameters are indicated in the chart. The radioisotope 
fuel capsule 72 is selected to be a right circular cylinder 
of height h and diameter D, and is suitably fabricated 
to include the emitters for the various thermionic di 
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10 
odes on its surfaces. The ?ve con?gurational variations 
considered are: (a) emission from one planar surface 
only; (b) emission from both planar surfaces only; (c) 
emission from all surfaces; (d) emission from the cylin 
drical surface only; and (e) emission from the cylindri 
cal and one planar surface only. 
Optimization of this invention for the reference con 

?guration has shown the interdependence of important 
design variables. As derived below, a device of the ref 
erence con?guration is governed by the following vari 
ables: 

p' = effective radioisotope thermal power density 
(watts/cm") 

‘er = effective net'electrode thermal emissivity of the 
cylindrical region 

I = device current (amperes) 
T‘. = emitter temperature (°K) 
d = electrode spacing (cm) 
ll! = emitter emission energy barrier (electron volts), 

{II = eV + I 00,’ 
where 

d)’, = effective collector work function (electron 
volts) 

e = electronic charge (coulomb) 
_V= output voltage (volts). 
At steady state, the rate of heat generation P,, in a 

fuel capsule of average volume power density p is equal 
to the rate at which heat is lost by thermal radiation P,., 
by electron cooling PP, and by conduction P‘. through 
the emitter lead and supporting structure with thermal 
conductance G; i.e., 

P, = G(T,, — Tc). 4. 

T,. and T.. are the respective emitter and collector 
temperatures, 0 is the Stefan-boltzmann constant, k is 
the Boltzmann constant, and 6,, and 760 are the net ther 
mal emissivities of the diode and non-diode regions, re 
spectively. The con?gurational variations are repre 
sented by the set of parameters (m, n, p, q) given for 
each of the variations (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) shown 
in FIG. 5. 
For a given current I, the heat removed by electron 

cooling and conduction is relatively insensitive to all of 
the variables. It is convenient, therefore, to de?ne a net 
heat generation rate P’, = P, — (P, + PC), with an asso 
ciated effective or net volume thermal power density 

p’ = p — 4/17 (P,. + P,./rD") 5. 
where r = h/D is the height-to-diameter ratio. 
Accordingly, to a good approximation, the minimum 

fuel capsule volume is obtained when (dP,,’ / dh) = O 
which, from Equations 1 and 2, occurs for the optimum 
height-to-diameter ratio 

r = (h/D)0m : 1/2 (m_€1l+ "Len/p.61! + (L50) 6 
The value of this optimum ratio for each con?gura 
tional variation is given in FIG. 5. Note that a square 
cylinder (h = D) is optimum for all variations if e,, = 6,. 
Furthermore, Equations 2 and 6 require that 
D = 669. (TJ- T,.*) /p' 7. 

where ‘6,. = p46,, + q6,, is the net electrode thermal emis 
sivity of the cylindrical region. 
For negligible collector back emission, Equations 6 

and 7, and the well-known Richardson equation 



l 1 
where 
J = electron emission current density (amps/cm2) 
A = the Richardson constant (I20 amp/cm2 - °K2) 

combine to give 
cV+ 

' V+ ; 

Te: . 3 26AM? 2 _ (9) emu-05,5) ——”(Tg-Tg2] 
p 7,. . .hrd a. . 

where 
a = m + 4pr. 

The values of the coupling factor con?gurational pa 
rameter a = m + 4pr for each configurational variation 
are included in FIG. 5. ' 
FIG. 6 is an electron motive diagram for a vacuum 

‘thermionic diode with electrode spacing (1, true collec 
tor and emitter work functions (be and 42,, and collector 
and emitter space charge barriers 6, and 6,. The dis 
tances to the motive maximum from the collector and 
from the emitter and x, and x,., respectively. It will be 
assumed that ¢p<eV + Q5,’ + 2kT,., so that x, = x0, and 
to a suf?ciently good approximation for present pur 
poses I 

(be, : ¢r l l. 
for d<x, 
where 

b = 14 . 10-6 (amp)1/2 “0103/4 
It should be noted that vacuum thermionic diode oper 
ation characterized by low current density is possible in 
a device with cesiated electrodes. This occurs when the 
cesium is present at low pressures (of much less than 
1 torr, for example) and is used as a surface adsorbate 
without ‘contributing to transport effects between elec 

' trodes. Such low pressures are, however, only possible 
at the low emitter temperatures corresponding to the 
low current densities employed. 
FIG. 7 is a graph showing the unique relationship of 

T. and p'D/4Er to the emitter emission energy barrier 
quantity eV + dz,’ and normalized current quantity 
(p’/_€,)2 I/a, for T,.>>T,. Values of x, (in mm) are in 
cluded in FIG. 7. The appropriate value of p’ can be 
found by iteration, using values of T,, D and eV + 4),’ 
attained from FIG. 7 in Equations 3, 4 and 5. The graph 
of FIG. 7 shows the relationship among the variables 
imposed by thermal and electron emission constraints, 
for the optimum height-to-diameter ratio r (Equation 
6). The fuel capsule diameter D and the .emitter tem 
perature T, are related to the effective collector work 
function 42,’, the output voltage V, the total output cur 
rent I, the con?gurational parameter a (FIG. 5), the net 
thermal emissivity of the cylindrical region F.‘ and the 
net thermal volume power density p' of the fuel cap 
sule. The net power density p’ is computed from the 
difference between the heat generated in the fuel cap 
sule (of average power density p) and that removed 
from it by electron cooling and condution through the 
emitter supports. ' r 

The negatively sloping solid lines in FIG. 7 are loci of 
T, (in °K), and the positively sloping solid lines are loci 
of x, (in mm). The negatively sloping broken lines are 
loci of p’D/e, (in watts/cm"). The fueled emitters of 
capsules 1, II, III and IV, shown in FIG. 7, are relatively 
dimensioned (with respect to the l'cm indicated scale) 
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to represent 1 mw vacuum diode battery devices with 
operating points at their respective centers. The major 
objective of atomic battery design is, of course, to mini 
mize the fuel inventory for a given power output so that 
efficiency 1) is maximized and the required fuel and 
shielding is minimized. 
The size of capsule I is reduced to that of capsule II 

if the ratio (p'/_€r) is increased by an order of magni 
tude. This can be accomplished through appropriate 
power density or emissivity improvement. The capsule 
I is reduced in size to that of capsule III if eV + d1,’ is 
reduced by 0.4 ev, which can be accomplished at a 
given output voltage by a suitable reduction of the col 
lector work function. Joint improvements in power 
density or emissivity and in collector work function 
would reduce the size of capsule I to that of the very 
small capsule IV. Capsules III and IV illustrate the re 
duction in size obtained for capsules I and II, respec 
tively, when a feasible lower collector work function is 
employed. Alternatively, capsules I and II illustrate the 
change (increase) in size of capsules III and IV, respec 
tively, which would occur if the output voltage were in 
creased from the optimum V,,,,,,r “- 0.2 volt to V a 0.6 
volt. Also, it is apparent from Equation 11 (collector 
space charge barrier 6,. = 0) that the performance of 
the vacuum diode battery is independent of electrode 
spacing for d<x,,. However, as can be seen from Equa 
tion 10 and FIG. 7, the battery diameter D for a given 
current I increases rapidly for a spacing a’ appreciably 
greater than 2x,,. In practice, the diameter-to-spacing 
ratio DI/d often is more closely related to what is practi 
cally achievable than is the spacing d alone. 
The efficiency of conversion of heat into electrical 

power, neglecting conduction and lead losses (i.e., let 
ting Pc equal zero) but including electron cooling, is 

The smallest diode battery is obtained when the effi 
ciency n is maximized. Differentiation of Equation 13 
with respect to V, with T,;>>T,., shows that maximum 
efficiency-is obtained for a given current I and effective 
work function 4),’ when the output voltage is 

VIIIIIJ" = ((1%, + le 
FIG. 8 is a graph showing values of output voltage 

V,,,,,,’ which yield the smallest diode battery for given 
values of I and ¢,', with negligible electron cooling. 
The values of V,,,,,I for significant electron cooling are 
somewhat higher than V,,,,,,', as is apparent from Equa 
tion 14. The loci of optimum output voltage Vnm’ and 
associated effective collector work function :11,’ are in 
dicated in solid and broken lines, respectively. The fu 
eled emitters or capsules V, VI, VII, VIII and IX shown 
in FIG. 8 are relatively dimensioned (with respect to 
the 1 cm indicated scale) to represent devices having 
the various indicated output power levels with (D/d) 
< 300 and p0 = l watt/cm“. It can be shown that for 
constant I and D/d, minimum battery size occurs near 
V= V,,,,,, for n<0.05. Maximization of ef?ciency n with 
respect to I, using V= V,,,,,, in Equation 13, shows that 
with a given achievable value of D/d, maximum eff - 
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ciency occurs when (1%’ = 1.09 (1),, over the range of 
FIGS. 7 and 8. This leads, in turn, via the previous 
equations to the notable conclusion that for given val 
ues of p, _€c, (be and D/d, there exists an optimum total 
output power for which the ef?ciency is a maximum. 
For this fully optimized case, d,,,,, = 2.2 x,,, (‘bi/)0” = 

1.09 (in, approximately, and the optimum total current 
is 

Iopl : . lO_u)aTe3/2 amp 15. 

Because T. and V,,,,,,r are insensitive to all variables, th 
optimum total output power is relatively insensitive to 
all properties of the device except the diameter-to 
spacing ratio D/d. - 

The preceding discussion for the vacuum thermionic 
diode battery can be readily applied to both the ignited 
and unignited discharge modes of the cesium vapor 
thermionic diode converter. It can be shown, however, 
that for a given D/d, the efficiency for the vacuum 
diode battery is greater than that of the cesium diode 
converter in either the ignited or unignited modes, for 
emitter temperatures below about l,400°K. This, in 
turn, establishes through Equation 15, the maximum 
total power for which the vacuum diode is superior for 
a single cell ( s 1 watt, approximately). We have also 
computed spacing lines for the ignited and unignited 
modes and have determined where they intersect the 
domain shown typically in FIG. 7, allowing the choice 
of these modes when they are superior at the higher 
temperatures. It can also be shown that a collector-to 
emitter temperature ratio up to (To / T,.) = 0.78, ap 
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proximately, will not appreciably affect the electrical 
output of the optimized battery. However, radiant heat 
transfer is reduced by a factor of about 0.6 for this con 
dition, which is equivalent to a similar reduction in the 
value of thermal emissivity 55,. in the foregoing results. 

Table A, below, summarizes the preceding results 
through the use of approximations appropriate in the 
region of variables of FIGS. 7 and 8. Although the rela 
tionships in Table A are not precise, they are useful for 
recognizing the relative importance of the diode bat 
tery properties. 

Table B, below, summarizes the values of the diode 
battery properties which already have been achieved in 
experimental devices of this invention, and those which 
are obtainable with existing technology. 
These spacings (0.02 s d s 0.05 mm, approxi 

mately) and diameter-to-spacing ratios 
(500 g D/d s 1000, approximately) are quite conser 
vative for the relatively low power devices of this inven~ 
tion because of the low temperature and heat ?ux re 
quirements thereof. The radioisotope fuel is also fully 
enclosed within a cylindrical emitter as in con?gura 
tions (c), (d) and (e) of FIG. 5, where p = 1 (Equation 
2) for a diode cylindrical region, so that 4<a<6 is quite 
feasible without the use of complex thermal shielding. 

Table C, below, summarizes the diode battery prop 
erties for the fueled emitters or capsules l through lX 
shown in FIGS. 7 and 8. 

' TABLE A 

Approximations for Vacuum Diode Operation 
([2,, in watts/cm", (b, in ev) 

Case d5 .\',,E l0"‘(u/l) €,./p'1.b,."‘ cm D/rl given 

Hump) Given (5'10 7) M115": (D/d)2 
(optimum) 

V...” (r) (H4 d»- 0.15 4),. 

Efficiency’ H0“ sin/0 n2 + 91" [(2-10“) e.“ d>..'"/up..2 (ll/D): + 91 ' 
"l 

(for 1,<0.06) 

TABLE B 

Properties Ohtainuble with Known Technology 
(demonstrated —- obtainable) 

d D/d u d>.- ¢.- 6" I) 

0.05-0.02 mm 500-1000 6 l.5-l.3 cv l.3-l.0 ev 0.05-0.02 0.3-]00 w/cm“ 

TABLE C 

> Summary of Examples Shown in FIGS. 7 and 8 
(e=0.05, a= 6) 

Out 
Devicc put * ** *** 

or pwr. . p,, V T,. 1; d D 
Capsule (mw) (cv) (tr/cm") (volt) ("K1 ('7!) (mm) (cm) 

I l 0.20 810 0.3 0.09 0.74 
ll L5 10 0.23 920 L8 0.02 0.20 
Ill l 0.17 650 2.2 0.04 0.40 
lV H) 0.35 780 9.6 0.02 0.ll 
l 3 l . l l 0.60 X10 l .0 0.09 0.74 
H 2.7 l0 0.63 920 5.0 0.02 0.20 
V 0.] 0.17 690 0.2 0.20 0.40 
Vl 0.]8 730 0.9 0.06 0.52 
VII 10 L3 l 0.23 780 2.4 0.03 0.8] 
VI" 100 0.27 900 4.4 0.05 [.44 
IX 300 0.30 [030 3.0 0.08 2.35 

' Optimum; except for 0.60 and 0.63 v in devices I and ll 
" Does not include lead and support losses 

"‘ Mnximumadevices \" — IX are for [)lt/ 300 _ 
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The device or capsule I represents diode battery 
property values which already have been demon 
strated, combined with a fuel power density p, = l 
watt/cm“, which can be achieved with many radioiso 
topes. These include promethium-l47 Pm‘“) with a 
half-life of 2.6 years andplutonium-238 (Pam) with a 
halfélife of 87 years, which would require little or no 
shielding for most applications. The device or capsule 
11 represents the same diode battery property values as 
capsule I, but with pa = 10 watts/cm“, such as obtained 
using polonium~2l0 (Pom) with a half-life of 0.4 year 
or curium-244 (cm“‘’) with a half-life of 18 years, re 
quiring minor and moderate shielding, respectively, for 
biological applications. As can be seen in Table C, the 
100 milliwatt device VIII is fully optiumum approxi 
mately (maximum efficiency) in accord with the ex 
pressions in Table A for a (D/d) < 300. Also, it can be 
noted that doubling the indicated interelectrode spac 
ing d for any device would increase the diameter D by 
less than 10 percent for each device. Optimizing the 
collector temperature T, would decrease the diameter 
D by as much‘ as 30 percent and increase the efficiency 
1; by as much as a factor of 2. 
FIG. 9 is a sectionalized perspective view of a diode 

battery 74 which has been constructed in accordance 
with this invention. The device or-battery 74 is gener 
ally symmetrical cylindrically and includes a right cir 
cular cylindrical radioisotope fuel pellet 76 which is 
suitably encapsulated by liner 78 to form a fully en 
cased primary capsule 80. The primary capsule 80 is, 
in turn, fully enveloped by an oxygenated tantalum 
layer 82 to form a secondary capsule 84 having an ex 
ternal emitter surface 86. The oxygenated tantalum 
surface 86 is suitably cesiated subsequently at an ap 
propriately low cesium vapor pressure for nominally 
vacuum diode operation. An outer housing body 88 is 
fitted over the secondary capsule 84 and is closed by a 
base plate 90. The housing body 88 and base plate 90 
are spaced from the emitter surface 86 by, for example, 

I small ruby insulating spheres 92. An internal collector 
surface provided by the body 88 and plate 90_sur-__ 
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faces which are opposite to and properly spaced from 
the emitter surface 86. In this instance, both emitter 
and collector surfaces 86 and 94 are preferably identi 
cal Ta-O-Cs surfaces to prevent components of the 
emitter from poisoning the collector. These surfaces 
would normally operate at a point on the lower portion 
of the curve 62 (FIG. 4).'A work function range of 1.4 
to 1.8 ev at 500 to 900°K has been achieved for the Ta 
O-Cs surface, for example. 
The base plate 90 has a collar 96 which is joined to 

evacuation tube and cesium reservoir 98. Passageway 
100 in the plate 90 connects the reservoir 98 to. the 
space 102 between the emitter and collector surfaces 
86 and 94. Cap 104 is secured at its lower end to the 
upper peripheral edge of the housing body 88. The cap 
104 supports a feedthrough insulator 106 which 
mounts emitter terminal 108. The lower end of the ter 
minal 108 is connected to the emitter surface 86 by an 
emitter current lead 110. The lead 110 is passed 
through a metal-to-ceramic seal 112 which insulates it 
from the collector housing body 88 and maintains the 
low cesium vapor pressure in the closed housing body. 
Cesium reservoir 98 can be omitted in this invention 
when a suitable charge of cesiumv has been properly in 
jected into the interelectrode space. However, the nor 
mal operating lifetime of the battery 74 may be some 
what reduced from that obtainable using the reservoir 
98. Vacuum diode batteries such as battery 74 have 
been successfully operated well in excess of 9,000 
hours in continuing tests with no observed degradation 
beyond that expected due to radioisotope decay. By ad 
justing the initial operating parameters off-optimum 
(for example, cesium reservoir and collector tempera 
tures set too high), then the battery power output can 
be maintained relatively constant over more than one 
radioisotope half-life. 

Table D, below, summarizes the operating parame 
ters for three prototype devices X, XI and X11 which, 
among others, have been constructed and successfully 
tested. 

TABLE D 

Operating Parameters for Diode Battery Devices 

Parameter Device X Device XI Device XII 

Total heat input, 1.5 w "lPmgQ. 3.8 w '"Pm..O-, "l 6 w 
’P.,. thermal watts - I '-"i>}{1..o. 
Fuel capsule ef~ 0.28 0.68 08'1" 
t'ective thermal ‘ _ 

power density. p. 

Fuel capsule 1.78 1.93 1.78 
diameter. D. cm . 

Emitter area. cm‘-' 16.9 17.6 16 9 
lnterelectrode 0.25 0.17 0% 
spacing. d. mm m 

Net thermal (1.05 (1.05 0.05 
CmlSSlVlly, 6,. 
Emission energy 160 1.90 1.62 
barrier. I11,,,,,. ev 
Estimated emitter 573 865 870 
temperature. T,.. "K 
Collector 474 556 701 
temperature. T,-. "K _ 
Maximum output 018 "at 1.6 at 20 at 
power. mw 0.09 v 0.14 v 0.15 v 
hfflciency 1] .0171 0.04% 0.55% 
Total volume. cm“ 11.5 13.6 8.20 
Total weight. gm 150 I50 87 
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Another device (4 mw output) with characteristics 
similar to those of device XIl was not radioisotope 
fueled but simulated the use of a higher power density 
fuel by thermal energy storage in the emitter capsule. 
This device was built with an intergral reservoir includ 
ing a cesium graphite compound (CwCs) operating at 
collector temperature. The main reason that the effi 
ciencies of these devices X, XI and XII are much lower 
than would be expected (as from Table C, for example) 
was due to the effect of lead ‘and support losses which 
were neglected (in Equation 13 and Table C). The lead 
and support losses were of the same order as the ther 
mal radiation component. The relatively large conduc 
tion loss caused by the lead and support structure in the 
prototypes is amenable to signi?cant reduction. The 
effective power density of the promethia (“7Pm203) 
fuel form was reduced to as much as a tenth of its bulk 
value by the large conduction loss and the heavier 
than-necessary capsules. Better support and capsule 
design will lead directly to device efficiencies indicated 
in Table C. Reduction of electrode work function will 
result in smaller devices, improved efficiency and in 
creased output voltage at a given power level. Steady 
progress and refinement of these devices is evident in 
“the comparison of performance shown in Table D. 

FIG. 10 is a graph which shows the output character 
istics of the three prototype devices X, XI and XII. 
Curves 114, 116 and 118 are plots of output current (in 
milliamps) against output voltage (in volts) for the de 
vices X, XI and Xll, respectively. Similarly, curves 120, 
122 and 124 are plots of output power (‘in milliwatts) 
versus output voltage (in volts) for the devices X, XI 

' @9291, respestirely 

FIG. 11 is a sectionalized perspective view‘of another 
illustrative embodiment of this invention. Diode bat 
tery 126 includes a radioisotope fuel pellet 128. The 
fuel pellet 128 is in the form of a right circular cylinder 
and can comprise a fuel such as Pm‘", Pu?38 or P021“, 
for example, among other appropriate radioisotopes. 
The fuel pellet 128 is fully encapsulated by liner 130 of 
either tungsten (W) or rhenium (Re) to form a fully en 
cased primary capsule 132. The primary capsule 132 
can, in turn, be fully enveloped by either an oxygenated 
tantalum or oxygenated tungsten layer 134 to form a 
secondary capsule 136 having an external emitter sur 
face 138. An outer housing body 140 is fitted over the 
secondary capsule 136 and is substantially closed by 
base disc 142. An outer base plate 144 mounting a cir 
cular ring spring washer 146 is secured to the lower end 
of the housing body 140 as by electron beam welding 
or copper brazing. The spring washer 146 is made of 
Inconel X-750 alloy, for example, and is suitably 
formed to provide a proper spring action on the disc 
142 and hence a reasonably resilient (shock cush 
ioned) system. The housing body 140 and base disc 142 
are spaced from the emitter surface 138 by spacer 
grains 148 of aluminum oxide (Al203), for example. An 
internal collector surface 150 is provided by the body 
140 and disc 142 surfaces which are opposite to and 
properly spaced from the emitter surface 138. The 
housing body 140 and base disc 142 can be made of ox 
ygenated tantalum (subsequently cesiated internally), 
or oxygenated tantalum having a cesiated silver oxide 
('Ag'é'O-Cs) internal collector surface 150. A cesiated 
Stirs:wistasar?ssxodd operate at. f9: example. a 
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point on the lower portion of the curve 64 (FIG. 4). 
A corner ?ange ring 152 is suitably secured to the 

upper peripheral edges of the housing body 140 and 
supports a radially smaller insulator ring 154 at its inner 
edge as shown in FIG. 11. The insulator ring 154, in 
turn, supports a disc cap 156 having a central opening 
158 therein. An emitter electrode disc plate 160 fits in 
the opening 158 and is connected to the upper end of 
emitter lead 162. The ?ange ring 152 can be electron 
beam welded or copper brazed to the upper corner of 
the housing body 140, and the disc plate 160 can be 
similarly secured to the edges of the opening 158. The 
emitter lead 162 extendsv through a cesium vapor 
source 164 which can be a porous metal disc with ad 
sorbed cesium or soaked with liquid cesium and suit 
ably secured to the lower surface of the disc plate 160. 
The melting point of cesium is approximately 26°C 
(79°F). The cesium source disc can be porous or pow 
ered molydenum, iron, copper, steel, tungsten, rhe 
nium, tantalum or nickel, among others, with adsorbed 
cesium or soaked with liquid cesium. A graphite com 
pound with absorbed cesium can also be used for the 
source 164. Other sources of alkali vapors and alkaline 
earth vapors are suitable for use in the device 126. The 
source 164 is an integral reservoir which replaces the 
liquid reservoir 98 shown in FIG. 9 and can function in 
a higher temperature environment than a liquid reser 
voir. Of course, the integral reservoir (source 164) can 
be omitted if a suitable charge of cesium has been prop 
erly injected into the interelectrode space of battery 
126 which must then be carefully sealed hermetically. 
The ring 152, cap 156 and plate 160 can be made of ni 
obium (Nb) and the insulator ring 154 can be made of 
aluminum oxide (A1203). The ring 152 and the plate 
160 can be electron beam welded or copper brazed to 
the body 140 and cap 156, respectively, and the insula 
tor ring 154 can be copper brazed to the edges of the 
?ange ring 152 and disc cap 156. 

The emitter lead 162 can be made of tantalum or 
tungsten, and passes through the passageway of an in 
sulating sleeve 166 to connect with the emitter surface 
138. The sleeve 166 is suitably secured to the sides of 
a central 'hole 168 in upper wall 170 of’ the housing 
body 140. The sleeve 166 can be made of aluminum 
oxide, for example, and the lead 162 can be elastically 
convoluted axially in the space below the lower surface 
of the cesium source 164 and above the upper surface 
of the wall 170. The insulating sleeve 166 can, of 
course, be omitted if the hole 168 is made sufficiently 
large so that the lead 162 would not contact the sides 
thereof under any operating conditions (as may be due 
to shocks, vibrations, etc.). The spacer grains 148 are 
sandlike particles which are engaged between the emit 
ter and collector surfaces 138 and 150 in a relatively 
tight interference fit at operating temperature. This 
provides automatic temperature control with radioi 
sotope power decay whereby emitter temperature is 
maintained substantially constant through the designed 
lifetime of the diode battery 126. 
FIG. 12 is a graph showing a plot of controlled emit 

ter temperature T,. against radioisotope thermal power 
density p which generally decreases with decay. Curve 
172 indicates that the emitter temperature T,. rises 
fairly linearly in a normal manner with radioisotope 
thermal power density p when the spacer grains 148 
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have a relatively loose ?t between the emitter and col 
lector surfaces 138 and 150. The emitter capsule 136 

‘ expands, of course, with a higher emitter temperature 
and progressively produces ?rmer and greater contact 
of the grains 148 against both the emitter and collector 
surfaces 138 and 150. When a relatively ?rm contact 
of the grains ,148 between the two surfaces 138 and 150 
is reached, the curve 172 departs from the slope indi 
cated by the broken line 174 to ?atten out into a gener 
ally horizontal condition. This result is due to the ther 
mal expansion of the emitter capsule 136 with a higher 
temperature to produce tighter and greater contact of 
thespacer grains 148 with the emitter and collector 
surfaces 138 and 150, which causes increased thermal 
conduction of the grains 148 between the two surfaces. 

The increased contact and conduction of the grains 
148 would, of course, reduce the normal emitter tem 
perature for the corresponding thermal power density 
and maintain a fairly constant emitter temperature. 
Thus, by having a relatively tight interference ?t 
wherein the comparatively hard grains 148 are strongly 
impressed againstor partly into the emitter and collec 
tor surfaces 138 and 150 at an initial time to when the 

‘ radioisotope thermal power density is high, the emitter 
temperature normally corresponding thereto is re 
duced by the increased conduction of the grains be 
tween the emitter surface }138 and the cooler collector 
surface‘ 150. As the radioisotope decays, its temepra 
ture also tends to drop and the emitter capsule 136 
contracts in size to decrease the conduction of the 
grains 148 between the surfaces 138 and 150.,The in 
terference ?t is correspondingly reduced such that con 
.duction of the grains 148‘ is decreased an amount 
whereby the emitter temperature remains essentially 
the same as before. This continues until time t. which 
is the end of the designed lifetime of the diode battery 
126. It can be seen from the curve 172 of FIG. 12 that 
emitter temperature T. is controlled to be substantially 

of the bat 
tery 126. v ' ~ 

FIG. 13 is a sectionalized elevational view of a minia 
ture diode battery 176 which illustratively depicts an 
other version of this invention. The battery 176 in 
cludes a radioisotope fuel pellet 178‘ which is in the 
form, of a right circular cylinder as in the version of 
FIG. 11. The fuel pellet 178 is similarly encapsulated 
doubly to provide a fully and safely encased emitter 
capsule 180 having an external emitter surface 182. An 
outer housing body 184 having an internal collector 
surface 186 is ?tted over the capsule 180 and includes 
a few carefully embedded ‘spacer grains 188 which nor 
mally do not contact the emitter surface 182. This is in 
contrast to the larger number of spacer grains 148 uti- > 
lized in the diode battery 126 of FIG. 11 wherein the 

- grains 148 can be almost randomly scattered evenly 
over the emitter surface 138 in contact therewith and 
with the collector surface 150. Only a few spacer grains 
188 are needed and used in the miniature diode battery‘ 
176 because of the method of supporting the emitter 
capsule 180. 
The capsule 180 is essentially supported axially 

under tension between slightly elastic leads (springs) 
wherein one can be a conductive emitter lead. The 
lower center of the emitter surface 182 is connected by 
elastic lead 190 to insulator disc 192 af?xed within a 
central hole 194 in the outer base plate 196 which is 
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suitably accured to the lower edges of the housing body 
184. The upper center of the emitter surface 182 is 
connected by elastic emitter lead 198 to a disc plate 
200 which is secured in an opening 202 in disc cap 204. 
The emitter lead 198 ?rst passes through a central hole 
206 in upper wall 208 and then extends through a ce 
sium vapor source 210 to the disc plate 200. The 
source 210 can be a porous metal disc with adsorbed 
cesium or previously soaked with liquid cesium and 
suitably secured to the lower surface of the disc plate 
200 as in the diode battery 126 of FlG. 11. The disc cap 
204 is supported on and secured to the upper surface 
of an insulator ring 212 which is, in turn, supported on 
and secured at its lower surface to the radially outer 
surface portion of the upper'wall 208 of the housing 
body 184. The emitter capsule 180 is basically sup 
ported between the elastic supports 190 and 198 which 
provide additional spring action essentially only in re 
sponse to shocks, vibration, etc. on the battery 176. In 
several early models constructed and successfully oper 
ated, thin wall metal tubings were used for the elastic 
supports instead of the springs 190 and 198. 
FIG. 14A is a fragmentary and partially sectional 

view of the upper portion of a diode battery 214. The 
battery 214 includes an emitter capsule 216 suitably 
spaced from collector housing 218. A corner flange 
ring 220 mounts an insulator ring 222 which, in turn, 
supports a cap disc 224. The cap disc 224 has a depen 
dent collar 226 and an upper cavity‘ 228. The cavity 
228 contains, for example, a cesium compound of ex 
panded pyrolitic graphite (CwCs) and is sealed with a 
cover disc 230._A passageway 232 connects the cavity 
228 to the space enclosed by the insulator ring 222 
below the cap disc 224. The emitter capsule 216 has a 
central protruding stem 234 on which is press-?tted the 
lower portion of a thin-walled tube 236. The upper por 
tion of the tube 236 is press-?tted into the collar 226 
and, thus, supports the upper end of the emitter capsule 
216. The collector housing 218 has a central opening 
238 which provides clearance and access for the tube 
236 to the emitter capsule stem 234. The opening 238 
also permits entry of cesium vapor from the cesium 
compound in the cavity 228 (after passing through the 
passageway 232) to the emitter surface of the capsule 
216. ' 

FIG. 14B is a fragmentary and enlarged view of the 
support for the lower end of the emitter capsule 216. 
The battery 214 has a lower cap disc 240 which is simi 
lar to the upper cap disc 224. The lower cap disc 240 
is similarly supported or attached to an insulator ring 
(not shown) which is suitably bonded to the lower cor 
ner ?ange ring (also not shown) that is welded to the 
lower corner of the collector housing 218. The lower 
cap disc 240 has a collar 242 into which is press-?tted 
the lower portion of a thin-walled tube 244 similar to 
the tube 236. The emitter capsule 216 has a central 
protruding lower stem 246 around which the upper 
portion of the tube 244 is press-?tted. A lower central 
opening 248 in the collector housing 218 provides 
clearance and access of the tube 244 to the emitter 
capsule stern 246. The tubes 236 and 244 each has an 
outer diameter of 0.040 inch, a 0.0015 inch thick wall, 
a length of 0.175 (+ 0.000 — 0.001) inch and is made 
of kovar, for example. The tubes 236 and 244 support 
the emitter capsule 216 and maintain its external emit 
ter surface at the proper distance or spacing from the 
internal collector surface of the housing 218. 
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FIG. 15 is a central sectional view of another version 
of this invention. Battery 250 includes a fuel capsule 
252 which can be doubly encapsulated and then further 
encapsulated by an insulating layer 254 of a suitable ce 
ramic, for example. Emitters 256, 258, 260, 262 and 
264 are suitably bonded to the insulating layer 254. 
The‘ emitters 256 and 264 are in the form of discs, and 
the emitters 258, 260 and 262 are in the form of cylin 
ders. The capsule 252 is supported at its upper and 
lower ends respectively by tension wires (or tubes) 266 
and 268. As can be seen, the wire 266 is secured at its 
lower end centrally to emitter 256 and at its upper end 
centrally to disc cap 270 after passing through clear 
ance opening 272 and an integral cesium reservoir or 
source 274. The disc cap 270 is supported by insulator 
ring 276 which, in turn, is supported by the upper wall 
278 of outer housing 280. Similarly, the wire 268 is se 
cured at its upper end centrally to emitter 264 and at 
its lower end centrally to an insulator disc insert 282 in 
the lower wall 284 of the housing 280. 
The internal surface of housing 280 is coated with an 

insulating layer 286 of a suitable ceramic, for example, 
and has collectors 288, 290, 292, 294 and 296 bonded 
thereto. These collectors 288, 290, 292, 294 and 296 
form diode sections with their associated emitters 256, 
258, 260, 262 and 264, respectively. Wire 266 electri 
cally connects the disc cap 270 to emitter 256, wire 
298 connects collector 288 to emitter 258, wire 300 
connects collector 290 to emitter 260, wire 302 con~ 
nects collector 292 to emitter 262, wire 304 connects 
collector 294 to emitter 264, and wire 306 connects 
collector 296 to the outer housing 280. Thus, the ?ve 
diode sections are connected in series to provide a 
higher battery output voltage. Of course, the diode sec 
tions in such a battery 250 can be connected variously 
in parallel or in series and parallel, as desired or re 
quired. 
Low output voltage (generally less than 1 volt) is in 

herent in a diode battery formed by one pair of therm 
ionic electrodes. However, a system of interconnected 
series and/or parallel diode batteries can be formed 
easily in a single envelope to increase the output volt 
age and total electrical output power. Also, a suitably 
interconnected system of series stacked and parallel 
clustered stacks of diode battery elements can be easily 
formed to provide any desired total output power. 
Moreover, each module or element of such a system 
requires a radioisotopic fuel capsule which must pro 
vide only a relatively low thermal input therefor (e.g., 
a 10 watt thermal power capsule for each module hav 
ing 1 watt of electrical energy output). Problems of fab 
ricating and handling large radioisotope capsules are 
thereby reduced proportionately. Voltage ampli?ca 
tion of the output voltage of a diode battery is, of 
course, possible with suitable external electronic 
means. For example, power conditioning efficiencies 
from 25 to 40 percent have been achieved with a tunnel 
diode circuit used to amplify the 0.14 volt output of the 
device Xl (Table D) to the 1 volt level. 
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of a unitary battery sys 

tem 308 including a plurality of battery units 310 con 
nected in parallel to provide a high capacity power sys 
tem having any desired total output power selectable 
over a wide range. The units 310 are connected in par 
allel by means of bus bars 312 and 314 which have pos~ 
itive and negative output terminals 316 and 318, re 
spectively. Shorter (lower voltage) or longer (higher 
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voltage) units 310 can be installed between the bus 
bars 312 and 314, of course. Also, a greater or lesser 
number of units 310 can be used in the system 308. The 
illustrated system 308 is only representative of the dif 
ferent con?gurations of a unitary battery system which 
can be produced. A great deal of design ?exibility is 
available and linear, planar, cylindrical, etc, arrays of 
battery units can be formed following the disclosed ex 
ample. 
FIG. 17 is a central sectional view of a battery unit 

320 mounted between the bus bars 312 and 314 of the 
system 308 shown in FIG. 16. The unit 320 is con 
nected at its upper end to bus bar 312 through connec 
tor 322 and at its lower end to bus bar 314 through con 
nector 324. The unit 320, in this instance, is similar to 
three of the batteries 126 (shown in FIG. 11) stacked 
in series with the differences that a unitary outer casing 
326 is used and only a single cesium source 328 is re 
quired. Since the diode batteries 330, 332 and 334 of 
the unit 320 are basically similar to the battery 126 of 
FIG. 11, a detailed description of the batteries 330, 332 
and 334 need not be given. 

Generally, an insulator ring 336 attached to the 
upper wall 338 of casing 326 supports disc cap 340, 
and the cap 340 is connected to upper emitter capsule 
342 by lead 344. The lead 344 passes through cesium 
source 328 and opening 346 in upper collector housing 
348. Collector housing 348 has a lower opening 350, 
and a lead 352 connects the collector housing 348 to 
the middle emitter capsule 354 through upper opening 
356 in the middle collector housing 358. Collector 
housing 358 also has a lower opening 360, and a lead 
362 connects the collector housing 358 to lower emit 
ter capsule 364 through upper opening 366 in the lower 
collector housing 368. An insulating layer 370 electri 
cally isolates the casing 326 and the collector housings 
348, 358 and 368 from each other. Finally, a lead 372 
connects the lower collector housing 368 to the casing 
326. Thus, the batteries 330, 332 and 334 are con 
nected in series to provide a higher output voltage be 
tween disc cap 340 and the casing 326. 
FIG. 18 is a fragmentary sectional view of a unitary 

battery system wherein a unit 374 is suitably connected 
between the hollow bus bars 376 and 378. The unit 374 
includes an insulating casing 380 having longitudinal 
support ribs or ridges 382 extending radially inwardly 
from the inner surface of the casing 380. The ridges 
382 support four diode batteries 384 stacked in series 
in the casing 380. Of course, a shorter (lower voltage) 
or longer (higher voltage) casing 380 can be used be 
tween the bus bars 376 and 378 to contain less or more 
batteries than the four illustratively shown. The bus bar 
376 has a series of holes 386 therein which normally 
communicate with the upper end opening of the casing 
380. Similarly, the bus bar 378 also has a series of holes 
388 therein which normally communicate with the 
lower end opening of the casing 380. A cooling source 
such as a blower (not shown) can be suitably con 
nected to the hollow bus bar 378 to circulate air 
through the holes 388, casing 380, holes 386 and out 
the hollow bus bar 376 to keep the batteries 384 cool 
in the casing 380. Actually, ordinary environmental 
heat dissipation to the surrounding atmosphere is ade 
quate for most unitary battery systems (except for the 
very high power ones) and a cooling source is usually 
unnecessary. 
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One of the most important advantages of our inven 

tion is' its high conversion ‘efficiency as compared with 
previous miniature atomic batteries. Ef?ciencies up to 
10 percent in the vacuum operational mode can be ob 
tained in the fractional wattage power range, and these 
relatively high ef?ciencies signi?cantly reduce required 
fuel inventory and shielding thickness. The radioi 
sotope fuel pellet is shielded and effectively encapsu 
lated by an inner liner, an emitter layer and a surround 
ing collector housing body. This 41r (fully enclosed) 
con?guration is simple to fabricate and is the safest ge 
ometry for containing a radioactive source. This design 
producesthe most ef?cient coupling of heat source and 
converter without the use of liquid metal loops or other 
theremal ?ux concentrating devices and eliminates 
large thermal gradients between the center region of 
the fuel and emitter surface. Because each of the inner 
and outer cylindrical bodies is a fully closed, relatively 
thick-walled refractory metal body, the devie is me 
chanically strong. Compensation for the effects of radi 
oisotope decay can be achieved by adjusting the therm 
ionic operation conditions in different ways to produce 
substantially or'nearly constant power output over the 

. operative portion of the fuel half-life period. Of course, 
thermionic characteristics of the diode battery can be 
designed to match a wide range of available fuel power 
densities. 

' Each diode battery can be easily fabricated and is a 
safer unit because of the lower operating temperatures 
normally utilized or required in these devicesfBecause 
they are operated at relatively low current densities, 
the vacuum diode mode of operation can be used to 
gether with readily achievable interelectrode spacings, 
thus eliminating the plasma (arc drop) losses in the 
prior devices which operated in the ignited mode. Low 
work function surfaces can be employed at relatively 
low temperatures which are not practical in existing 
high power density diode converters-In turn, low tem 
peratures allow stable component life, many times that 
of high temperature devices, long term compatibility 
between metal, ceramic and vapor components and 
hence permit a much greater choice of construction 
materials. Electrode surfaces ‘on early models of the 
diode batteries have shown stable performance for over 
9,000 hours in continuing life tests. Electrode surface 
stability is expected to last over a time span of several 

‘ decades since both electrodes in each of the early diode 
battery models are refractory metal based and operate 

_' at less than half the emitter temperature typical of the 
existing highv power converters. 
At low emitter operating temperatures and current 

densities, the required emitter work function ¢ can be 
obtained with conventional refractory metals immersed 
in cesium vapor at pressures so low that negligible elec 
tron scattering occurs (vacuum mode operation). The 
emitter operates near the work function minimum 
where the collectors of conventional diode converters 
usually operate. Furthermore, very low work function 
‘photocell surfaces can be used as the collector. Simi 
larly, a lower value of radiant thermal emissivity _6 can 
be maintained at the lower temperatures employed in 

, this invention. Also, the relatively low temperatures 
and small size of the fuel capsule used in the present in 
vention greatly suppress or reduce problems of materi 
als compatibility and containment of radioisotope 
generated helium, as have arisen in certain previous 
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thermionic conversion devices employing ‘a radioi 
sotope fuel. 

In a thermionic conversion device, part of the total 
fuel heat is lost through the emitter supports and by 
electron cooling. This reduces the effective power den 
sity of the fuel capsule. The effective power density p0 
(de?ned in Equation 13) takes into account the reduc 
tion in p caused by electron cooling in the absence of 
lead and support losses. Because of the relatively low 
temperatures involved, and due to the lack of the ther 
mal insulation or radiation shields (as required in the 
source 20 of FIG. 1), a wide variety of materials and 
methods can be used to reduce greatly the heat losses 
previously occurring through the lead and the capsule 
and emitter supports. 
Basic con?gurational variations including valves of 

certain of their respective parameters have been shown 
in FIG. 5, Equations 7, 9, l4 and 15 generally establish 
a crucial optimum relationship among parameters of 
our diode battery. For a fully enclosed emitter capsule 
con?guration, a diode battery of maximized ef?ciency 
is obtained by conforming to the crucial optimum rela 
tionship established among the parameters of fuel cap 
sule diameter D (cm), emitter temperature TP (°K), 
collector temperature Tr (°K), electrode thermal emis 
sivity 9-, effective fuel capsule thermal power density 
p’, true collector work function ¢c (eV), electrode 
spacing d (cm), output current I(amp) and output volt 
age V (volts), and given approximately by the following 
simultaneous equations: 

T,. = (eV+ L1 (be) / k. In (3 WAT‘? D2 / 2 I) 

l= (1.8 ' 10*") TJ"2 (D/d)2 
where 
k is the Boltzmann constant 
A is the Richardson constant 
0 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
e is the electronic charge. 
The ?rst of the above simultaneous equations is, of 

course, Equation'7. The second of the simultaneous 
equations is derived by substituting in Equation 9, (1),.’ 
i 1.1 dip, a = 6, and (TF4 — T,‘) = p’D/60_€,. The third 
of the simultaneous equations is obtained by substitut 
ing in Equation 14, V,,,,,,' = ( 1.1 ¢,+10 kTJ/ lie and 
1)’ = (l0H e, d), x,2 / a)". In the range of interest, 1)’ = 
n. Thus, from Table A, second column and last row, the 
expression for 1;’ is obtained by substituting n’ for n 
and dropping the numeral “9" in comparison with the 
“108” quantity. In the optimum, x0 = d/ 2.2 and, since 
a = 6, these further substitutions would result in the 
third of the simultaneous equations. Finally, the last of 
the above simultaneous equations is obtained from 
Equation 15 with the substitution of a = 6 therein. 

All prior thermionic converters required an emitter 
support structure which performed a'multitude of func 
tions. The emitter support had to conduct the emitter 
current simultaneously, serve as a heat dam between 
emitter and collector to prevent excessive thermal loss, 
function as part of the total structure forming the vac 
uum envelope of the converter, and maintain the criti 
cal spacing between the electrodes, The design of the 
emitter support structure for all previous converter 
con?gurations was thus a compromise to suit the con 
?icting requirements of these functions, and resulted in 

- a fragile structure susceptible to deformation under 
stress of loads transmitted to the emitter, and to metal 
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lurgical deterioration and to corrosion from impurities 
released by the cesium vapor source and by other parts 
"of the structure during its high temperature operation. 

Since, in our invention the only function of the emit 
ter lead is to carry the output current, it can be a simple 

5 

wire withthe- optimum le‘ngth-to-diameter ratio for , 
maximum ef?ciency. Also, since in our invention the 
emitter support structure is not required to contain the 
cesium vapor as in previous cesium diode converters, 
heat losses can be minimized by using ceramic (insula 
tor) supports which contact the fuel capsule at only a 
few discrete points, or by supporting it by thin tension 
wires, springs or tubes. The insulator supports can be 
sphere-shaped insulating elements separating collector 
andemitter surfaces, or rod-shaped insulating elements 
used axially or circumferentially (diametrically) to sep 
arate such surfaces. Both of the insulator separating or 
lead mounting methods of support are much more ca 
pable of withstanding mechanical shock, and both per 
mit construction of efficient devices in much smaller 
sizes than heretofore possible. - 
The invention can be used to power electric watches 

(l0microwatts), biomedical sensors and stimulators 
including cardiac pacemakers (0.1 to 1 milliwatt) and 
various ecological, geophysical and military telemetry 
units (1 to 1000 milliwatts). For example, ecological 
studies can be made of the movements of ?sh, birds and 
wild animals by tagging them with very small instru 
mented packages. Powerfor remote-site weather in 
strumentation, navigation aids and cable repeater units 

‘ can be. provided withunusually long life and reliability 
by this invention. In addition, multiple cell or element, 
nominally vacuum mode, thermionic diode batteries 
(0.1 to l watt/cell) can compete favorably in size and 
weight with the conventional radioisotope-fueled de 
vices up to at least several tens of watts. Furthermore, 
modular encapsulation and the much lower operating 
temperatures for each cell in a suitably interconnected 
system of diode batteries greatly reduce crucial fuel 
handling and containment problems. , 

' While certain dimensions and types of materials have 
been mentioned in the foregoing description, such di 
mensions and types of materials have been given by 
wayof example only. It is to be understood that we do 
not desire to be limited in our invention to the exact de 
tails of construction shown and described, for obvious 
modi?cations will occur to persons skilled in the art. 
rWe claim: ’ 

l. A radioisotopic thermionic converter comprising: 

an emitter capsule including a radioisotope fuel mass 
source of thermal power, at least one layer of mate 
rial encapsulating and shielding said fuel mass, and 
an external emitter surface on said layer of material 
energized by said fuel mass; 
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, an outer housingi'ncluding 'an internal‘collector sur- , 

face, said housing enclosing said emitter capsule 
and providing further shielding for‘ said encapsu 
lated fuel mass, said housing providing a vacuum 
envelope and maintaining a low pressure condition 
therein to effect a nominally vacuum mode of oper 
ation of said converter; - 

means for mounting said emitter capsule in said hous 
ing and maintaining said emitter surface normally 
at a substantially predetermined spacing from said 
collector surface, said mounting means including 

60 
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elastic means connecting respective ends of said 
emitter capsule to corresponding ends of said hous 
ing whereby said emitter capsule is ‘supported sub 
stantially at its ends; and , 

output means adapted to connect respectively with 
- said emitter and collector surfaces,v for providing 
an electrical output from said converter, at least 
one of said elastic means simultaneously serving as 
the one of said output means connecting with said 
emitter surface, ‘ 

whereby direct containment of fuel within said emit 
ter capsule effects the most e?‘icient thermal cou 
pling of heat'source and diode conversion portion 
of said converter and the maximum temperature of 
any portion of said fuel mass does not differ signi? 
cantly from the temperature of said emitter sur 
face. ' . 

2. In a radioisotopic thermionic converter including 
an emitter capsule containing a spontaneously and nat 
urally decaying radioisotope fuel and having an exter 
nal emitter surface, an outer housing enclosing said 
emitter capsule and having an internal collector sur' 
face, said housing maintaining a low pressure condition 
therein to effect a nominally vacuum mode of opera 
tionof said converter, and output means adapted to 
connect respectively with said emitter and collector 
surfaces for providing an electrical output from said 
converter, mounting means comprising: 
?rst elastic means connecting a‘ ?rst end of said emit 

ter capsule to a corresponding ?rst end of said 
housing; and > 

second elastic means connecting a second end of said 
' emitter capsule to a corresponding second end of 
said housing whereby saidemitter capsule is sup 
ported substantially at its ends in said housing and 
said emitter surface is maintained normally at a 
substantially predetermined distance from said col 
lector surface, at least one of said ?rst and second 
elastic means simultaneously serving as the one of 
said output means connecting with said emitter sur 
face. ' 

3. In a radioisotopic thermionic converter including 
an emitter capsule containing a radioisotope fuel and 
having an external emitter surface, and an'outer hous 
ing enclosing said emitter capsule and having an inter 
nal collector surface, said housing maintaining a low 
pressure condition therein to e?‘ect a nominally vac 
uum mode of operation of said converter, mounting 
means comprising: . 

?rst elastic means connecting a ?rst end of said emit 
ter capsule to a corresponding ?rst end of said 
housing; and 

second elastic means connecting a second end of said 
emitter capsule to a corresponding second end of 
said housing whereby said emitter capsule is sup 
ported substantially at its ends in said housing and 
said emitter surface is maintained normally at a_ 
substantially predetermined distance from said col 
lector surface, said ?rst and second elastic means 
including ?rst and second thin-walled tubes longi 
tudinally connected to support said emitter capsule 
axially at its ends. 

4. A radioisotopic thermionic converter assembly 
5 comprising: 

a plurality of emitter capsules each including a spon 
taneously and naturally decaying radioisotope fuel 
source of relatively low predetermined thermal 




















